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—————— Beginn---The Begin 

The next big ideological-spiritual or ideo-spiritual struggle of the coming decade will be the 

Homo-Tug-of-War.

The Zio-Glob has elevated homomania as the new religion of the West. Jews tried it with 

Holocaustianity, and it is indeed very big, especially in the EU(where every city has a holocaust 

memorial and every year yields its crop of save-the-Jews movies), but it had problems. 

Holocaust is too Jewish, and most nations have no Jews. In contrast, all nations have their share 

of homos.

Also, Holocaust is a glum affair. You can’t have fun with it. You can’t celebrate it with fanfare. It 

only guilt-baits and depresses. It’s a form of self-flagellation for whites. It doesn’t appeal to 

people in a fun way.

The thing about Christianity is it had its glummy but also happy side. Jesus got killed real bad, 

but He was resurrected and triumphed and people could sing songs about it and even dance 

(esp if one is a Negro).

But the Holocaust is a downer. To be sure, there is the triumph of the Jews in post-war era in the 

US and there is the rise of Israel. But celebrating the rise of Jewish power is something Jews are 

nervous about. It will only reveal to the world that JEWS GOT THE POWER and JEWS DO 
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CONTROL THE WORLD. Jews want to hide their power and make everyone believe that privilege 

is just a ‘white gentile’ thing.

So, Jews celebrate Jewish power by using the PROXY of homo power(or Homoxy) because 

homomania is essentially the financial and legal creation of Jewish Power.

When Jews see so many American gentiles go gaga about homos, they wink-and-smile at one 

another and mutter to themselves, “WE got the power.”

As for Israel, its rise is truly amazing. But it is also a matter of great controversy around the 

world because (1) Third World sees white Jews crushing Palestinian darkies as repeat of Western 

Imperialism (2) Post WWII Europeans are upset to see the poor darling Jews (associated with 

Holocaust and Anne Frank) riding tanks and flying jets and ‘acting like nazis’ and treating 

helpless Palestinians so badly. Many Europeans, esp on the Left, see the Pallies are the ‘new 

Jews’ living in ‘ghetto-like’ conditions.

Unlike Holocaust, homomania has both the sad and happy(or gay) side. There is the homocaust 

of the AIDS epidemic in the homo community that has conveniently been blamed on ‘Reagan’s 

indifference’ than on the massive fecal penetration orgies in the bathhouses that took place in 

the 70s and 80s.

But as homos and trannies are vain, insipid, whoopsy-doo, tutti-fruity, tinkerbelly-poo, prancy 

pansy, and etc. they love to make dazzling colorful spectacles of themselves. (To me, it’s 

tasteless, vulgar, kitschy, and trashy, but mass spectacles have always been cheesy. When 

homos were on the fringe and in the closet, they were keen critics of mass culture of kitschy 

normality. Since homos felt alienated from official normality, they presented insights and 

penetrating commentary. Those without power make the best critics of power. But as homos 

gained prominence, they began to ‘camp’ it up, and homo culture went from something like 

Wilde, Proust, and Gide to tasteless celebration of vulgarity and exhibitionism. And now that 

homos have the power thanks to Jews, their cultural agenda has become rather like that of 

Americana kitsch, religious kitsch[of Catholics and Hindus], and communist kitsch of the kind 

one sees in North Korea. Homos no longer prize irony, irreverence, and skepticism. There was a 

time when homos had no choice but to be rational and critical forces in society since religion 

and political dogma were against them. But with homomania as the new cult and religion, 

homos demand worship, obedience, submission. Homos are like like Muslims, and the whole 

Homomania vs Islam thing is really a religious war. Irony, skepticism, and rationality would call 

into question the ridiculous notion of a homo-man’s bunghole being a sex organ. If feces same 



as fetus then? Is an enema a fecal abortion instead of fetal abortion? Is a man with penis and 

balls really a ‘woman’ because his head goes funny and he says so? Really? Homos and trannies

demand to be admired and worshiped, so there no longer prize irony, irreverence, and 

rationality. Homos used to be at the forefront of mocking the powers-that-be. Now, they are part

of the powers-that-be along with homos, and they use the cudgel of ‘homophobia'(a term that 

defies any fact or sense even people who hate homosexuality are not ‘phobic’ about it) to 

silence anyone who dares to challenge the holy dogma of homo-and-tranny-faith. Homomania 

will not tolerate heretics possessed by deviltry of ‘homophobia’ that finds fecal penetration to 

be gross and men cutting off dicks to get fake vaginas to be ludicrous.

Homos and trannies indulge in depraved ‘sexual’ behavior but romp around kiddie style in 

Barney the Dinosaur or Teletubbies. (There is something childlike about homos, and this may 

explain the close connection between homo community and pedophile community. It’s like 

Michael Jackson, a homo-pedo, never grew up and preferred the company of kibblers. The effete

side of homos have a Peter Pan complex and never wanna grow up. They wanna play with dolls 

all their lives. When you look at homo parades, it’s like childplay. It’s no wonder that so many 

kid’s movies are now splattered with homo crap. FINDING DORY even has a tranny character 

from what I hear.) No wonder homos are so eager to work with Boy’s Scouts. (If homo men 

should work with young boys in Boys Scouts, should tranny men work with girls in Girl Scouts? 

Indeed, if gender is ‘fluid’, why not allow straight men to work in Girl Scouts as well?

Anyway, if the Holocaust is too tribal(all about Jews) and too much of a bummer, homo stuff has 

universal relevance since every society has its share of homos and because homo celebration 

can be ‘fun and colorful’, like the Mardi Gras in New Orleans or Carnival in Brazil.

Now, if one were to think honestly and clearly of homo and tranny stuff, there isn’t much to 

celebrate, especially if you’re not homo or tranny. Homo-ness is about penises up the fecal holes

of men. Tranny stuff is about cutting off penis and balls to get fake pooters(or cooters). Just 

search google-image for ‘transsexual operation’ and the images are sickening and gross. Using 

scalpels to cut off perfectly healthy organs to get fake appendages is about as sick as medicine 

can get. It’s frankenstein medical practice.

But human minds are associative, like those of dogs. If you associate ‘gay’ and ‘trans’ with 

rainbow colors, balloons, music, dance, colorful displays, and furthermore, if you get all the 

‘respectable’ organizations to join, then people’s mind associate homo-ness and trannyness 

with things that are fun, colorful, respectable, cool, and popular.

It’s like the Pavlov experiment. A bell has NOTHING to do with food, but if you ring a bell when 

you give dog some food, the dog associates bell with food.



That’s how the mind works. Associatively.

Jews understand this, and they use cool-by-association, correct-by-association, holy-by-

association, and etc. This is how media work mostly. Media are not so much about offering facts 

as about associating certain facts/issues/matters with positive images, sounds, and symbols 

while associating certain other facts/issues/matters with negative images, sounds, and symbols.

It’s like the Jew-run media will associate ANY white racial consciousness with Nazism and the 

KKK. And even though Jewish spies in America served Stalin, they are not associated with the 

Gulag and Stalin’s mass killings. They are associated with ‘free speech’ and ‘freedom of 

association’, the very things Jews are trying to take away from white people today via Political 

Correctness. In contrast, Joe McCarthy is associated only with paranoia and madness. McCarthy 

did over-reach, but history proves he was more right than wrong. Also, many of those accused 

by McCarthy did spy for the USSR, but the Jew-run media associate them only with noble 

suffering and victimhood than with working for mass-killer Stalin. If McCarthy had been a leftist 

who smoked out pro-Nazi sympathizers during WWII, you bet the Jew-run media would associate

McCarthy with heroic struggle against evil while associating the pro-Nazi spies and fellow-

travelers with Hitler’s crimes.

Anyway, Jews have always hated Traditional Christianity. They tried to replace it with 

Holocaustianity, but Holocaust themes were too tribal and too glum. It has tremendous power to

guilt-bait whites and make them kneel before Jews, but people don’t want to be depressed all 

the time.

If Jews want to hook whites onto a new faith, it has to offer fun and uplift. And Jews found it in 

homomania. Homos sure love to have fun like an MTV video.

Catholics had colorful processions like the scene in GODFATHER II.

Jews have replaced them with the homo ‘pride’ parades, the biggest celebrations in the West.



The Godfather - Part II - Murder Of Don Fanucci
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgCBUXXoDvM

Homomania is now bigger than Christianity. Indeed, even Christianity is bending over to 

homomania, as if to suggest Jesus and Disciples died so that one day homos could ‘marry’ other

homos and play at ‘two daddies’ or ‘two mommies’.

Look at his ASSOCIATION of Jesus with homomania:

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/9TuVkVqYU-w/hqdefault.jpg

http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2015/06/29/05/2A10C9A400000578-3142508-

Jesus_loves_you_People_participate_in_the_annual_Chicago_Pride_P-a-20_1435553790868.jpg

Jews hate Christianity, but they are warming up to a neo-cucked-Christianity that serves 

homomania because homomania, like Bolshevism, is a Jewish creation. When neo-Christians 

serve homomania, they are serving the Zio-Glob.

In Jew-run America, your career will hardly be touched if you badmouth God and Jesus. But if 

you dare say anything even slightly critical of homos or trannies, forget about moving up the 

corporate capitalist ladder or big government ladder.

Homomania is the new holy faith of the West. Heretics will be destroyed. Even if you believe 

homos deserve full equal rights, it doesn’t matter. You will be destroyed for simply saying you 

find homo-‘sex’ to be gross and ewwww. You will be destroyed for saying it is crazy to cut off 

dicks and balls to get fake pussies.

In the USSR, Jews tried to destroy Christianity by smashing churches(50,000 were destroyed) 

and killing priests. But that didn’t work in the long run. If anything, it made people hate Jews 

even more.

So, the new Jewish way is to alter the churches from the inside. Don’t smash churches, and 

don’t kill Christians. Just infiltrate the church and fundamentally change it from the inside. 

Corrupt it with homomania. Say that homos are the chosen of god and jesus. Pretend that 

current fashions override anything in the Bible.
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Also, Jews have used pop culture to cut people off from their own heritage, identity, history, 

values, roots, and etc. (Of course, Jewish children are reminded of their heritage, identity, roots, 

history, etc.) Make the masses identify mainly with celebrities and fashion. Since Jews control 

media and promote homos and pro-homo celebrities, homo-ness has become ‘cool’. And since 

homos are not blamed for AIDS epidemic(which was spread by massive out-of-control fecal 

penetration among homo men) but merely presented as poor victims, homo-ness has been 

turned tragic and holy. Also, the tranny’s wish to be made from man into woman is like a 

decadent narrative variation of resurrection: dying as one ‘gender’ and being reborn as another,

all in the service of narcissism, the core mentality of the culture of celebrity and fashion.

So, homomania has become the main faith of the West. And since Jews own it, they figure they 

can manipulate it in myriad ways to serve their own interest.

One way is to associate homomania with Israel. With Israel coming under more scrutiny from 

the Left and the non-Western world, Jews associate Israel with ‘gay rights’ and point out that 

Muslim World, in contrast, hate and even kill homos.

This assures Western Liberal support for Israel since there is nothing more dear to Western 

Liberals than the holy faith of homomania.

It’s like Hillary Clinton justifying the Nakba and the Occupation by saying the Poo-Ride parade in 

Tel Aviv is one of the biggest in the world. (But then, the problem with this is that US is very cozy

with some of the most anti-homo Muslim nations in the Middle East, esp Saudi Arabia. Also, 

Jewish-controlled US has been most hostile and aggressive toward secular Arab/Muslim nations 

that, while criminalizing homosexuality, are still far more tolerant than nations like Saudi Arabia 

that is the closet Muslim ally of the US. You were better off as a homo in secular-ruled Syria or 

Libya than in Saudi Arabia or Kuwait. Also, even though Tel Aviv may have homo parades, much 

of religious Israel is zealously hostile to homo culture.)

The danger for Jews is this: Even though Jews created and control homomania, it might slip out 

of their hands. After all, Jews created communism but it slipped out of their hands and, in time, 

became an anti-Jewish force. Stalin and later gentile rulers of Russia became increasingly 

distrustful of Jews. Eastern European communist nations were initially largely controlled by Jews,

but Jews were pushed out by national communists. (And of course, Christianity was initially a 

Jewish anti-imperialist struggle but became the religion of the Gentile Empire against Jews.)



To the extent that the West now worships homomania and to the extent that homomania is 

associated with Israel and elite globo-privilege(of Wall Street, Las Vegas, and Hollywood), Jews 

can make a killing off homomania.

And homomania is more useful to Jews than something like communism.

Jewish power is bound to be elite minority power because Jews are a small minority in most 

nations and because Ashkenazi Jews are smarter than goyim.

https://newrepublic.com/article/77727/groups-and-genes

https://www.commentarymagazine.com/articles/jewish-genius/

So, communism was bound to work against Jews in the long run. Communism is about the 

workers, the masses. It is anti-elite. Of course, the communist nations developed their own 

elites, but as meritocracy, individualism, and minority interests were stifled under 

communism(that favored the majority mass of workers and their ethnic representatives), 

amassing power had more to do with connections and machine politics like the kind mastered 

by the Irish in cities like Boston and Chicago.

Stalin gained power like Richard Daley of Chicago.

In contrast, Jewish power depends on cleverness, brilliance, sneakery, individuality, and etc. It’s 

harder for Jews to work against an ethnic-machines that developed in communist nations.

Consider the case of Browder:

http://www.unz.com/ishamir/the-good-fortune-of-mr-browder/

(Interesting that he has communist ancestors but turned super-capitalist as capitalism is the 

surer way to Jewish power and supremacism.)

Unlike communism, homomania is intrinsically elitist and minoritarian since homos, like Jews in 

the US, are only 2% of the population. Also, homos hate ‘drabby’ and ‘ordinary’ things and love 

fancy-pants and precious things. A tranny doesn’t want to dress like an ordinary woman. He 

wants to be a diva-like woman. Look at Bruce ‘Caitnlyn’ Jenner who competes with Kim 

Kartrashian.
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A homo has neo-aristocratic flair and whoopity-doo manners. They prance around like French 

aristos before the Revolution.

Communism is mass-majoritarian and ‘drab’. Eventually, this kind of austere and severe leftism 

works against Jews and homos who depend on elite power and privilege.

So, Jews and homos worked together to remake ‘leftism’ into a Las Vegas show.

There was a time when Jewish leftists rooted for the Cuban revolutionaries and Viet Cong 

warriors. Those fighters seemed puritanical, noble, sacrificing, selfless, and neo-spiritual 

opposed to decadent and crass materialism of American capitalism.

Jews denounced America’s role in Saigon as promoting wanton decadence, corruption, 

prostitution, degeneracy, and etc. In contrast, the Viet Cong were admired as men and women 

committed to a great noble cause.

Similarly, the Batista regime in Cuba was mocked as a decadent stooge of capitalist America. 

It’s like in THE GODFATHER PART II. Michael notes that the revolutionaries might win because 

they are pure of heart. They believe in something whereas the government only cares about 

money and privilege. And government troops are mere mercenaries who must be paid to fight. 

In contrast, the rebels will fight for nothing. They will even give their lives for the cause.

rebels vs a regular army - Godfather II

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2sDkYThhzDw

Michael sort of admires the rebels even though he is a mafia boss involved in big money. It’s 

because the Corleones themselves are not only about money. They believe in clan, family, 

honor, and etc. And members of the Corleones will put their lives on the line for the Family. 

Indeed, Michael himself chose to join the Family out of fealty to his father.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2sDkYThhzDw


But of course, in the end, gangterism is all about money. It’s about ‘business’. Michael also 

remembers that when his father got killed, Tom Hagen put ‘business’ before the ‘personal’. And 

as Michael explains to Tom after the assassination attempt, he says all the men work for money 

and as such could be bought off by other men. Michael trusts Tom at that moment because Tom 

was kept out of the loop in other dealings. Paradoxically, Michael can trust Tom right then & 

there precisely because he couldn’t trust Tom in other times.

'The Godfather 2' 311 All Our People Are Businessmen

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6JsnRI8TjM

Anyway, Jews have become very very rich. Jews are 2% of US population but something like 

43% of the top 1% are Jewish. So, Jews are no longer romanticizing the spartan communist 

warrior or some such. Jews now fear majoritarian themes of the workers with pitchforks.

So, Jews worked with homos to remake Leftism into a celebration of elite urban minority 

privilege and decadence. Indeed, homo parades look very like the kind of capitalist debauchery 

that was so common in Batista’s Cuba. The flamboyance, narcissism, vanity, excess, 

piggishness, raunchiness, degeneracy, and etc.

What we have now is Hyman-Roth-Leftism. Notice even the Republican big-shots Sheldon 

Adelson and Koch brothers are enthusiastic about ‘gay marriage’.

Jews figure that the new ‘leftism’ that favors urban decadent privilege will smash the Classic 

Leftism of the Workers and Majority Power forever. All the top talents in elite institutions of 

media and academia and government will all bow down to the holy homo. And since Jews 

control homomania, the worship of the homo will essentially be worship of the Jew.

But… there is a problem. If indeed homomania is the new religion of the West, what happens if 

homomania were to be taken out of Jewish hands? What if homomania becomes associated with

the Palestinian cause?

What if homomania becomes more like European ‘leftism’ that is far more hostile toward Israel?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6JsnRI8TjM


In Europe, homos and Muslims don’t see eye to eye, but both are mostly on the ‘left’.

As such, Muslims will work with homos, and homos will work with Muslims.

The difference between homos in EU and homos in US is that the former are far less reliably pro-

Israel. Indeed, part of the appeal of homomania in the EU(especially before ‘gay marriage’ made

its way in the US) was that many EU leftists saw it as a form of anti-Americanism. Europeans 

have this idea of Americans as religious zealots and pro-Zionist nutjobs. Therefore, many on the 

EU left defined themselves by anti-Zionism and pro-homo-ism. In their minds, US Empire = 

Israel-worship and anti-homo Christianity.

It must have been a bummer for EU leftards to see US become homomanical too. What EU fools 

failed to understand was that homomania had always been part of the Jewish-American power 

game to spreads minority-elite-supremacism around the world.

But the fact remains that there are many homos in EU who are hostile to Israel because EU 

‘leftism’ is different from American ‘leftism’. Also, there is a chance that even American homos 

may want to distance themselves from Zionism and Israel.

As BDS movement grows in the US and as Mainline churches side with Palestinians, Israel is 

becoming less and less popular and ‘cool’.

http://mondoweiss.net/2016/06/presbyterian-breakthrough-palestine/

The ‘left’ is always hungry for a new cause, and there are no more ‘great causes’ left. There is 

only Israel and Palestinians.

So, if the political mood darkens against Israel, will the homo community just stick with the 

Jews… or will they join with the Diversity Gang that supports BDS?

http://mondoweiss.net/2016/06/presbyterian-breakthrough-palestine/


http://mondoweiss.net/2016/06/clinton-palestine-dead/

Since homomania is the religion of the West, the homo-blessing counts for a lot.

Many Americans will simply go with whatever has the endorsement of the holy homos. To be 

blessed by holy homos is better than being blessed by God in the new West.

Jews groomed homo power to stick with Israel and Zionism, but what if there is a schism in the 

homo community? So far, Jewish Homos have dominated as they have the money and control of

homo-organizations.

But what if non-Jewish homos don’t want homomania to be associated with ‘evil imperialist 

racist Zionism’?

What if a new sect of homomania join with BDS and turn against the Jews?

So, the homo-tug-of-war with BDS and Jews tugging at homomania to own the new religion of 

the West.

Homomania is a strange hybrid beast. Politically, it is associated with the Left(even though the 

classic left had no use for homosexuality and often derided it as a decadent sickness of 

bourgeois capitalism which allowed most tolerance for homos) but financially and socially, 

homomania is the product of super-capitalists of Wall Street, Las Vegas, Silicon Valley, 

Hollywood, and even Republican big-shots like Koch Brothers. Even Donald Trump is waving the 

homo flag after Orlando.

Given that the current Left in the US is pro-BDS and anti-Zionist(for the most part), homomania 

should be making common cause against Israel and the Occupation. But because so many of 

the leaders of homomania are Jewish Zionists and because homomania’s success owes to the 

massive funding by Zionists in Wall Street, Las Vegas, Hollywood, and Silicon Valley, homos are 

very close to the top 1%.

So, there is bound to be a homo-tug-of-war whereby homos will have to choose between 

http://mondoweiss.net/2016/06/clinton-palestine-dead/


oppressed Palestinians(favored by the Political Left and non-white Diversity crowd) and the 

super-privileged Jewish Zionists who control many of the elite institutions and industries in 

America and around the world.

Jews are funny this way. Though most Jews claim to be leftist, they were so happy to see the 

troubles of the leftist regimes in Venezuela and Brazil(even though Brazil is a very pro-homo 

place). Why would ‘leftist’ Jews in the US cheer for the fall of leftist regimes in Latin America and

cheer for the rise of neo-liberal ‘free market’ ideologues? It’s because a more independent-

minded Venezuela and Brazil sought to loosen itself from American power and grow closer to 

Russia, Iran, and China, the three independent powers most hated by Jews.

So, Jewish Leftists put Jewish interests over leftist interest.

It’s like Jewish ‘leftists’ will work with theocratic Saudi Arabia to destroy modern & secular Arab 

nations. Jews who take pride in modernity and secularism prefer theocratic Saudis as long as the

Saudis are willing to cooperate in destroying secular modernizing Arab nations hated by Israel.

So far, homo imperialists have worked with Zionist-globalists to serve as the proxy of Jewish 

domination of the world. For Jews, Russia is the main prize because Jews nearly had possession 

of Russia before Putin came along and reasserted national sovereignty.

Jews made a pact with homos on their anti-Russian agenda.

Homos make fuss about ‘human rights’ abuses in Russia because homo ‘pride’ parades aren’t 

allowed on Red Square that Russians reserve to commemorate the sacrifice of 25 million Soviets

in the war against Nazi Germany. Such national pride boosts Russian nationalism. Jews seek to 

break the Russian spirit by turning the haloed Russian soil as a victory parade ground for homo 

decadence funded by Wall Street and Hollywood. It’s all about Jews using homos as proxy of 

Jewish Supremacist power.

The big question is how vain are homos in their willingness to work with Jewish imperialists to 

gain power around the world? After all, homos are no longer just asking for freedom and 

tolerance but demanding to be served and worshiped. It’d be like incest-sexuals demanding not 

only the freedom to be left alone to indulge in incest but demanding that entire city streets be 

shut down to celebrate Incest ‘pride’ against ‘incestophobia’.    (Ende---The End)

•PaleoAtlantid
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Your historical and cultural parallels are very interesting. I see Michael Corleone in Godfather II 

as being a modern day Cesare Borgia. Both defeated their enemies by exposing themselves to 

danger while having an elaborate fall-back position.

http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/06/the-orlando-shootings-talk-reality-and-the-new-york-times/#comment-282381


I suspect the jewish elite have actually been conned into throwing their considerable influence 

for the promotion of the homo agenda. It is something they just couldn’t resist. Jews have a long

history of overplaying their hand. They don’t seem to know that on this issue they have been 

out maneuvered.
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Homos for Palestine and against Israel is already happening. Go to : Breitbart This Week in 

Stupid : ‘Queers for Palestine’.

The Jews still have not understood that the best way to secure their safety is just doing nothing 

to change society. But apparently that is asking too much from these people with their 

compulsive Tikkun Olamurge.
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